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1 Introduction

Early views of Natural Language il~slr~tclio~s corresponded to the early views of plates: in-
structions were interpreted as speci~’ing nodes of a hierarchical plan that, when completely
expanded (instructions having been recognized as only being partial specifications of activity),
acts as a control structure guiding the behavior of an agent.. This view, for example, enabled
SIIRDLU’s successful response to instructions such as "Pick up the green pyramid and put it in
the box" [29], a response that. attracted early public at.tention to the emerging field of Artificial
httelligence.

That plal~s should not be viewed as control structures has already been well argued by
others in the field, including Agre and Chapman [1], Pollack [2:3], and Suchman [25]. Agre and
Chaplnan, for example, point to the fact that when people form plans in response to instructions
given theln before the start, of a task, they appear to use those plans as resources: the actual
task situation may lead them to interpolate additional actions not mentioned in t.he instructions,
to replace actions specified in the instructions with other ones that seem better suited to the
situation, and to grotmd referring terms as a consequence of their actions rather than as a
precondition for them, all of which are very differmtt from how COlnputers use programs to
control their operation.

Agre and Chapman do not actually distinguish between instructions and plans in [1]. IL
is in subsequent work that distinctions emerge. For example, looking at instructious given as
advice to agents already engaged in an activity, Chapman [7] treats iustructions as additional
evidence for action alternatives already identified by the agent as being relevant to its current
situation, but that might not he followed ilnmediately (or ever) if other alternat, ives have more
evidence in their favor. Chapman argues that this is how arcade game players follow advice given
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them by kibbitzers watching them play. (Chapman also notes that negative instructions can be
tmderstood as evidence against actions, but does not really explore this idea or its consequences.)

Turning to instrnctions that iMem’ttl~t activity, Altermann and his colleagues [2] show how
such instructions can be treated as assistance, helping agents to accommodate their existing
routines to the device currently at. hand. In this approach, routines evolved over many different.
instances of engagement help focus an agent on the details of the situation that require attention
and on tile decisions that nmst be made. Instructions may interrupt activity to call attention
to other relevant details or decisions or to correct decisions already made. Neither plans nor
instructions function as control structures that determine the agent’s behavior.

Our own work has focussed on instructions given to agent.s before they undertake a task,
such as procedural instructions and warnings. Such intructions are widespread, found packaged
in with devices as small as filses (i.e.. instructions for removing the blown fuse and installing the
new fuse contained in the package) and as large as V-16 aircraft (e.g., instructions for performing
routine maintelmnce on the air conditioning water separator, on the flight control syst.em power
supplies, etc.). Packaged in with tile RO~lal CAN VACTM is an Owner’s Manual containing such
instructions as:

¯ Do not pull on tile cord to unplug the vacuum cleaner. Grasp the plug instead. (p.2)

¯ Do not run the vacuum cleaner over the cord. (73.2)

¯ Depress door release button to open door and expose paper bag. (p.5)

The first two instructions are fl’om the section labelled "Warning: To reduce the risk of fire,
electric shock or injury ’’~, while tile third is fi’om the operating instructions for "Paper bag
removal and installat.ion".

Our work on instructions is being done as part of the Animation and Natural Language
(AninrNL) project at the l,’niversity of Pennsylvania. Besides providing a rich framework 
which to analyse the selnantics and pragmatics of instructions, t.he project has the goal of
enabling people to use instructions to speci~ what animated hunran figures should do. Among
the potential applications of such a feature is task a~alysis in connection with Computer-Aided
Design tools. Being able to specie" the task through a sequence of Natural Language instructions,
much as one would find in an instruction manual, means that a designer need only modi~" agent
and environment, in order t.o observe their effect, on the agent’s ability to perform the task.
Trying to do this through direct manipulation would require a designer to xnanipulate each
different agent through each difl’erent environlnent, in order to observe the same effects.

AnimNL builds upon tile Jack TM animation system developed at the University of Pennsylva-
nia’s Computer Graphics Research Laboratory. Animation follows from model-based simulatiolr.
Jack provides biomechanically reasonable and anthropometrically-scaled human models and a
growing repertoire of behaviors such as walking, stepping, looking, reaching, turning, grasping,
strength-based lifting, and collision-avoidance post.ure planning [3]. Each of these behaviors is
environment.ally reactive in the sense that incremental computations during simulation are able
to adjust an agent’s perfornaance to the situation wi~ho~tt f~rther i~vol~,eme-~! of lhe higher level
processes [,1] unless an exceptional failure condition is signaled. Different spatial environments
can easily be constructed and modified, to enable designers to vary the situations in which the
figures are acting,l

l In discussing agents, we will use the pronoun "’he". since we will be using a male figure in our illustrated
exalnple - i.e., a figure with male body proportions. The Jack animat.ion system provides anthropomet.rically
sizable female figures as well.
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Trying to make a human figure move in ways that people expect a human to move in carrying
out a task, is a forlnidable problem: truman models in Jack are highly-articulated, with over
100 degrees of fi’eedom [3]. While the environment through which a Jack agent moves should,
and does, influence its low-level resl)onses [4], we have found that a great many behavioral
constraints can be derived through instruction understanding and planning, the latter broadly
construed as adopting intentions [6, 8, 16].

Because this is to be a short position paper, we will confine our comments to two issues and
how the AnimNL architecture deals with them to produce, in the end, human figure animations.

¯ expectations derivable from instructions and the behaviors they can lead to;

¯ the broader class of behavioral decisions informed by knowledge of the inten.tion towards
which one’s behavior is directed.

In other pal)ers, we discuss other issues we are having to face such as taking intentions seriously in
means-end planning [14, 15] and mediating between symbolic action specifications such as "pick
up the vacutun cleaner" and "open the door" and the specific reaching, grasping, re-orienting,
etc. behaviors needed to effect, t henl in the current situation [28].

In this discussion, we will try to restrict our examples to vacuuming household floors, al-
though we ask the reader’s indulgence if we find the need to branch out to removing stains from
carpets, to provide more illustrative examples.

2 Expectations from Instructions

Usually one thinks of instructions in terms of what they explicitly request, or advise people to
do or to avoid doing. But another role they play is to provide agent.s with specific expectations
about actions and their consequences, expectations that can influence an agent’s behavioral
decisions. Several of these are discussed in lnore detail in [28]. Here we focus on expectations
concerning event and object locations.

Because actions can effect changes in the world or changes in what the agent can perceive,
instructions may evoke more than one situat.ional context [27]. This means that part of an agent’s
cognitive task in understanding instructions is to determine for each referring expression, the
situation in which the agent is meant to find (or ground) its referent. Some referring expressions
in an instruction may be intended to refer to objects in the currently perceivable situation, while
others may be intended to refer to objects that only appear (i.e., coine into existence or become
perceivable) as a consequence of carrying out an action specified in the instruction.

The difference can be seen by comparing the following two instructions

la. Go downstairs and get= me the vacuum cleaner.
b. Go downstairs and empty the vacuum cleaner.

In (la), "the vacuum cleaner" will generally be taken to denote one that will be found downstairs,
one that the agent may not yet be aware of. Given this instruction, agents appear to develop
the expectation that it is only after they perform the initial action, that they will be in a context
in which it. makes sense to try to ground the expression and determine its referent. What is
especially interesting is the slrel~glh of this expectation: a cooperative agent will look around if a
vacuum cleaner isn’t imlnediately visible when they get. downstairs, including checking different
roolns, opening closets, etc. until they find one. This has led one of our students, Michael
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Moore, to develop procedures he calls search plans [22] following [20], that guide this type of
behavior.

lnstructiou (lb) ("Go downstairs and empty the vactmm cleaner") leads to different loca-
tional expectations than (la): an agent will first try to ground "the vacuum cleaner" in the
current situation. If successfnl (and cooperative), the agent will then take that vacuum down-
stairs and empty it. If unsuccessflll however, an agent will not just take the instruction to be
infelicitous (as they would in the case of an instruction like "Turn on the vacuum cleaner", if
there were no vacuum in the current, situation). Rat.her an agent, will adopt the same locat,ional
expectation as in the first example, that the vacuum cleaner is downstairs (i.e., where they will
be after performing the initial action).

In AnimNL, Barbara Di Eugenio has attempted to derived some of these locational expecta-
tions th,’ough ,~lan inference techni0ues described in more detail in [10, 11, 12]. In this case, the
inferences are of Ihe torm: if one goes to place p for the purpose of doing action o. then expect
t t. to be the site of o. Action representations have a notion called, alternatively, applicability
condilions [24], conslrainls [18]. or usewh.e,, condilions [26]: these are conditions that must hold
for all action to be relevant, and are not meant to be achieved. If a- has among it applicability
conditions that an argument be at. i t for o to even be relevant, then a locational expectation
develops as in (la). If not, a weaker expectation arises, as in (lb). (Notice that this occurs 
within a single clause: "Get: the vacuum cleaner downstairs" leads to t.he same expectation as
(la), while "Empty the vacuum cleaner downstairs" leads to the same expectation as (lb).)

3 Informational Import of Purpose Clauses

Comments are often made about the ¢~ficiency of Natural Language - how lnany meanings can
piggy-back on one form. One examples of this is purpose clauses -- infinitival clauses that
explicity encode the goal that an action achieves. Not only do purl)ose clauses provide explicit.
justification for actions (evidence for why they should be done), they also convey implicitly
important aspects of actions such as perceptual tests needed to monitor and/or terminate them,
al)propriate direction of movement, other needed actions, etc.

This efficiency, in part, makes up for the fact that instruct.ions are partial not only in what
actions are made explicit (leaving others to be inferred or motivated by the situation) but. also
in what aspects of actions are made explicit. Given a partial description of an action and its
purpose, an agent can use t.he latter as a basis for inferring an effective elaboration of the former,
using techniques such as those described in [9, 10. 11, 12].

To see this, consider the following instruction for vacuuming:

To finish off, vacuum the rug or carpet against the direction of the pile to leave it.
raised.

(This is actually does improve its appearance.) To follow this instruction, an agent must first
determine the direction of the pile. 2 A good way t.o do this is to vacuum a bit. in various
directions, observing the resulting state of the pile. When one sees the direction of sweep that.
leaves it. raised -- i.e. that satisfies the purpose clause -- one can carry out. the instruction and
finish off the job.

Examples abound of information conveyed iml)licitly by purpose clauses: to clean wine stains
from a rug or carpet, one follows instructions such as:

2Through lhe presupposition of the noun phrase, the agent may also be informed that a woven pile has a
direct ion!
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Blot with clean tissues to remove any liquid still standing. Sprinkle liberally with
salt to extract liquid that has soaked into tile fabric. Vacuuln tip t.he salt.

In the first sentence, blotting with clean tissues specifies a type of act.ivity but not how long
that activity nmst be pursued. (In the terminology used by Moens and Steedman [21], it is
simply a process like running, not a culminated process like running a mile.) How long comes
fi’om the purpose clause "to remove auy liquid still standing". This implies a perceptual test
couditioning termination - i.e., blot until no standing liquid is visible. In a somewhat different
way, the purpose clause in the second sentence signals when the agent, can start, the final step,
vacuuming up the salt.. It is not the termination point of the sprinkling (which is terminated
when the agent decides there is now a. "liberal" amount of salt on the stain [17]), but of the
subsequent waiting while the salt does its thing. The agent’s perceptual test comes from the
purpose clause --- when salt extracts liquid, its texture and color (in the case of red wine) change:
when the agent perceives that its surface is damp, the salt has extracted as much as it can, and
the agent call commeuce vacuulniug.3

Di Eugenio has designed and implenaented tile machinery used in AnimNL for computing
many of these inferences that follow from understanding that the action described in the main
clause is being doue for the purpose described ill the purpose clause. The relationship between
the two actions may be one of generation or enablemeTil, tile difference between t.hem roughly
being that additional actions are needed in the latter case to accolnplish t.he specified purpose.

tier approach makes use of both linguistic knowledge and planning knowledge. A knowledge
base of plan schemata (or recipes) complements a taxonomic structure of action descriptions.
The latter is represented in Classic [5] and exploit.s classificaliol~ t.o be in a position to find
related action descriptions, each corresponding to a different node. These nodes index into the
knowledge base of recipes which indicates generation, enablement and sub-structure relation-
ships between actions. The inference algorithms oil these linked structures are described in
detail in [9, 11].

4 Summary

The problems of understanding what information instructions provide an agent and how that
information can be used are far fronl solved. Instructions meant to serve as general policy
(e.g. "Do not l’Ull the vacuum cleaner over tile cord.") will have to be understood and used 
different ways than instructions meant to serve as immediate advice or corrections when routines "
fail or procedural instructions such as those discussed above. Some of the problems involved in
using instructions will be simplified in tile case of non-humanoid robots, given that people will
have fewer expectations concerning their response: criteria for success will be more like ’:did
they accomplish the task without breaking anything?" t.han "’did they do it the way i would?"
Watching all earl’,’ version of our animated agent opening all under the-counter kitchen cabinet,
with its knees stretched uncomfortably wide and oscillating back and fort.h, makes one realize
that there is Mot more guiding low-level human performance than joint constraints and final
state. These attempts though to flirt.her our understanding of instructions and how intentions
map to activity through tile use of human figure animation to visualize theories seem to us a
valid and profitable exercise.

3Vacuulnhlg may reveal that not all the liquid has been extracted, and that. repeating the procedm’e might
be called for.
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